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Dos and Don’ts of Collecting Donor Data
By Molly Trerotola

You’ve seen them before, the long-winded donation forms that stand between a donor and your
nonprofit’s money. They’re a total drag. The long
forms are a serious deterrent to donating because,
Continued on page 5
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1. Shorten Your Donation Form

Collecting donor data
is absolutely critical
to your online fundraising and donor
engagement strategy.
A data dump won’t do
your organization any
favors if there isn’t
thought and strategy behind it. Plan
out what information
you need, ask for it
in a thoughtful way,
analyze it, then use
it wisely to support
how you engage with
donors.
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flow while reducing donor drop off and leveraging
data to the best of your ability.
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Collecting donor data is a critical part of the online fundraising
process; however, it can be an
overwhelming undertaking for
nonprofits. What data should you
collect, when and how should you
use it? Most nonprofits want to
collect as much information from their donors as
possible. The more data, the better, right?
But this can be a trap, and, without a donor data
collection strategy, you could face consequences
like reduced online giving to your organization.
Studies from npENGAGE put the average donor
“drop-off” or “abandonment” rate for online donations at somewhere between 50 percent and 70 percent. In other words, more than half of the donors
who start the donation process online won’t finish
it. Much of that drop-off has to do with time-intensive, inefficient data collection during the giving
experience.
All that said, here are some tips and best practices
for collecting donor data in the donation checkout
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By Sabrina Pfautz
Whether your organization
is just coming to the conclusion that content creation is
imperative for online success
or if content has been something your team has been
championing—and perhaps
struggling with—for years, there is no doubt
that generating content with consistency is a
step in the right direction for nonprofits.
It’s great that mission-driven organizations
are ramping up their content marketing game,
but before they start filling out a content calendar, it’s important to step back to square
one: content strategy. Content strategy can
mean many things and is often an ambiguous

and daunting term. But fear not! When put
simply, content strategy is really a breakdown
of the classic who, what, when, where, why
and how statements. Who is reading your
content currently? They could be donors,
volunteers, prospective board members or
even press. Do these people align with your
target personas? What type of content format are these audiences looking for? Why
do they need content and how can you best
answer their search queries? When should
you distribute or share content? Where is your
audience looking for and ultimately finding
your content? How do you plan to showcase
your organization’s personality, tackle content
Continued on page 8
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Mistakes, Failures and Problems
By Mikaela King
Failure is one of my favorite topics lately. Partially because
I gravitate toward the underdog, and nothing needs an
advocate like failure. Partially because I’m a psychology
junkie, and there’s been a lot of psychology, philosophy,
and mindfulness thinking about failure that’s lately coming
into the forefront of pop culture.
This morning I read a blog post from the (always
profound) Seth Godin that hit this idea out of the
park, I’m including it in full here: seths.blog/2018/09/
mistakes-failures-and-problems.
• A mistake is something you learn from…you did it wrong, you’ll do it
better next time.
• A marketing failure is a mismatch between what you built and the
market.
• And a problem is an invention waiting to be built, an invitation to find a
solution.
One thing I learned early in my life was that I much prefer learning the
“easy way” (from observing other’s mistakes) than the “hard way” (by having
to experience the failure myself). Not everyone feels this way. There is nothing that makes a lesson stick like going through the pain of learning it firsthand! But some of us don’t have a choice about this—there may be no “easy
way.” The thing hasn’t been learned yet, whether that’s because we’re on the
forefront of innovation, because our situation is unique enough that no one’s
thought to ask this question yet, or, alas, the knowledge that once existed has
been lost to turnover or the analytic sands of time.
And yet we marketers, especially in fundraising, face daunting expectations to always have the right answer, to never fail, to limit the risk of failure,
to limit risk entirely, which is exactly the environment that produces only
marginal, iterative improvements at best, and not the big leaps of growth that
startups and more innovative businesses experience. Big bets promise big
wins…or big failure. The reasons behind this are understandable, of course.
Nonprofits face charity watchdog ratings, public perception issues, media
exposés that view overhead and fundraising—infrastructure and growth engines necessary to nonprofit program expansion—as the enemy. Any dollar
“wasted” puts a nonprofit at further risk of being labeled a fraud. Businesses
frequently face narrow profit margins, fierce competition (often prompting
retrenching rather than innovation) and shareholders only concerned with
current-quarter value.
This fear focuses us on the wrong thing: what we don’t want (failure), rather than what we do want (growth). Fear also makes us bad decision-makers.
Hopefully by now you’re thinking of failure as a necessity on the path towards
success. This idea is well articulated in our digital age in the currently-used
advice to “fail smart and fast”. But how do we carve out room for failure
amidst all these risk-averse pressures? One solution that many businesses and
some nonprofits use is to create an R&D budget, however small, to experiment
with new, risky ideas—one that is insulated from revenue projections and,
therefore, the fear of failure.
Onwards,
Mikaela
miking@ngs.org
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Collecting Donor Data

Quick Takes

Continued from page 1

Every month DMAW asks people in our industry for their ‘quick take’ on a topic

Please explain a lesson you learned when your organization
had something ‘scary’ happen to it.

quite simply, they take too long and frustrate donors. Shorten your donation form
by ensuring you’re asking all the critical
questions on one page. More clicks equals
more drop off.
2. Don’t Ask for Data You
Don’t Need

Get rid of anything in your donation process that isn’t absolutely necessary. For
example, you don’t need to know whether
someone goes by Ms. or Mrs. Most times,
you don’t need mailing address either
(gasp!). Think: Is this information crucial
to getting the donation? If the answer is
“maybe,” scrap it. Your donors will thank
you for making the donor experience
easier for them.
3. Take Advantage of PostDonation Questions

H

aving anxiously awaited the finished product, I was excited to
open the box with our human services
agency’s annual appeal package!
To our dismay, it had been printed in
the wrong color and looked more like
packaging for a woman’s feminine hygiene product than anything else.
Fearful folks would toss it without
opening it, we bit the bullet, allocated
money we didn’t have and reprinted.
The appeal did well, and we never
sent anything further to the printer
without sending a staff member to
oversee the print run in person. Lesson
learned.

— Claire Axelrad, JD, CFRE
Principal
Clairification
claire@clairification.com

W

hen we weren’t renewed for a
major grant that funded a crucial
part of our work, we were stunned, and
we wondered how we would possibly
meet the need.
Our team stepped back to really look
at HOW we were telling our story to
the community and when. That conversation launched us into an exercise to
craft and tell our essential story.
After hosting just three tours of our
facility, we were offered a $50,000
matching gift and a $250,000 grant
from a family foundation. It only got
better from there.
If we hadn’t had the crisis, we may
never have improved our communications with our donors and community.
We certainly learned to have more
diverse revenue streams and to never
be so dependent on a single source in
the future!

— Talena Barker
Founder and CEO
Mission Limelight
talena@missionlimelight.com
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Talena

T

he unexpected, and even the scary,
is a frequent thing in fundraising.
End of year efforts never fell into that
category, as we always had it down to
a well-tested science. But, since Q4
2016, all bets have been off in terms of
predictability.
That year, results for clients that
were outside of the political fray were
all over the map—good and bad. There
were two things we became hyperaware of at that time: First, no matter
how tedious, keep great archival records of the campaigns you repeat year
over year. Not just final results, but
incremental results post-deployment
for email and paid media. That helped
us figure out if the “wonkiness” was a
timing blip or a real trend that required
a strategy pivot.
Second, even if news or events don’t
directly affect your “sector,” they affect
your donors, so it’s critical to keep a
pulse on overall consumer trends.

— Bethany Maki
Vice President, Nonprofit Strategy
PMX Agency
bmaki@pmxagency.com
(212) 405-6049

Got a topic? Write to our editorial team at dmawadvents@dmaw.org

If you’d like to collect additional information for donor segmentation purposes,
a great time to ask is in a post-donation
form. The “Thank You” page can be a perfect data collection point for the additional questions you want donors to answer.
4. Make Sure Your Donor Data
Is Available Immediately

Your donor data is less valuable the more
time passes from when the donation is
made. Engage in a platform that gives you
access to your donors’ data immediately.
Furthermore, make sure your data can be
easily inputted into a CRM or directly flow
to a database management system so you
can segment your donors.

‘‘
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5. Use the Data Wisely

You’ve successfully collected valuable
donor data—congratulations! Now what?
Use it! Your donor data can be used to
drive donor follow-up communication
and re-engagement strategies. Not all donors should receive the same messaging
at the same time.

Your donor data is less valuable the more time passes
from when the donation is made. Engage in a platform that
gives you access to your donors’ data immediately.
Furthermore, make sure your data can be easily inputted
into a CRM or directly flow to a database management
system so you can segment your donors.

‘‘

Claire

One-time donors, monthly donors, donors from peer-to-peer campaigns—these
unique supporters deserve customized
communication that applies to their relationship with your organization. Segment
your donor list based on the data you
have and be strategic about it.
Collecting donor data is absolutely
critical to your online fundraising and
donor engagement strategy. A data dump
won’t do your organization any favors if
there isn’t thought and strategy behind it.
Plan out what information you need, ask
for it in a thoughtful way, analyze it, then
use it wisely to support how you engage
with donors.
Molly Trerotola is the media and communications
manager at Give Lively, a startup that builds better
fundraising tech. Much like a foundation, Give Lively
was founded by philanthropists for the sole purpose
of providing free and valuable technology resources to
nonprofits. Give Lively’s platform offers a full suite of
fundraising features designed to improve the online
giving experience for nonprofits and their donors. She
can be reached at molly@givelively.org.
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By Erica O’Brien
You know that feeling.
The one where you have
the highest hopes for a
new strategy…and you
are just sure it is going
to work. And then the
results come in, and...
not only does it not work, but it does so
poorly, you think, “surely there is a mistake,” because it just had to work! In fact,
we have a running joke in our office that if
you like a new initiative, that is an almost
certain kiss of death!
The fact is that with any new innovation, there is a high probability of failure. And no
matter how seasoned a
direct marketer you are,
innovation is not for the
faint of heart. All too often
in industry conferences
and publications we hear
about amazing successes,
which are often fundamental to inspiring transformative change. However, we
can often learn as much
from failures, as we can
from successes.
That said, my failure
may be your success, so
I hope you don’t rely on
the findings shared below
to guide your future planning. Rather, I hope you
will use these findings to
inspire you to innovate
and to push the envelope in your own
organization and programs. Because it
is with that spirit of innovation that true
transformation may come.
Without further delay, here are our
greatest flop hits from the recent past:

How could combining proven strategies

not produce winning results for an organization? That was the initial hypothesis
behind an alternate media innovation pilot that a large national organization employed. We theorized that combining proven DRTV creative, integrating a visually
similar PSA, digital banners and broadcasts
on CNN via hundreds of national airports
could only produce incrementally higher
results. The results, however, were nothing
short of lackluster. In fact, only one gift
was generated through the campaign—
despite several in-market tweaks.

3. The Last Swan Song

A children’s organization created a multichannel campaign featuring a patient
story about a young boy who enjoyed
visiting the swans that lived at the hospital
where he was being treated. The package
included many elements to bring the donor into this young boy’s story, including
small origami swans that were included in
each package.
There was a digital component as well,
which allowed for a truly integrated experience. Sadly, results for this strategy were
not strong and revenue was half of the
original projections.
4. The Head
Scratcher

We have all had campaigns
like this. Tried and true
control packages that are
part of your core plan, and
bam—one year, this same
mailing generates 20 percent less than you project.
This is just what happened
to a large organization
in February, whose pillar
control appeal generated
$2 million less in revenue
than projected.
The creative used was
their standard control
creative. Mail delivery was
confirmed. And audience
segmentation was verified.
Photo: iStock/Getty Images
The only anecdotal accom2. Who Doesn’t Love a Nice
plice was that February was a soft month
Advent Calendar
for many organizations. Not a huge consolation, but misery does love company!
Well, this donor group did not! Or at least
not as much as the control Christmas Holiday bounce-back. The advent calendar
5. The Non-Renewal Renewal
Strategy
produced ~1/2 of the responses as compared to the control, and, unfortunately,
Many organizations would agree that a
while the average gift increased slightly
robust multichannel renewal strategy is
for the test, the control still produced 69
a core part of a developed fundraising
percent more revenue than the test.
program. One health organization that

‘‘
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Innovation is clearly not easy. But you can’t fail if you aren’t ever trying
anything new. Just think about all the best practices we rely on daily in
our direct response marketing world—someone, somewhere had to be
the first to try these in order for us to be where we are today.

understood the importance of crosschannel integration decided to take their
renewal strategy online and send donors
a series of three renewal emails in order to generate response and increase
renewal rates. Sadly, not only did this
strategy not resonate—not one donor
responded.
Once again, multiple verifications
were executed, including making test
gifts to ensure donate page functionality. The emails were even sent again two
months later to see if poor timing of the
original series was a factor and, unfortunately, once again, not one response
was generated. The emails before and
after this campaign, however, performed
as expected and generated significant
response and revenue.
So what, you may ask, is the moral of
these morose accounts? Well, simply put,
sometimes despite the best intentions
and planning, occasionally response
will not be what you want or expect. So
here are five things you can do to help
ensure damage from a failed innovation
is minimized.
1. Frugality is a virtue. When planning for any new innovation, test only
the level needed to get actionable
results.
2. Agree on milestones. In your initial
planning, develop specific milestones to
review innovation performance and enable go/no decisions.
3. Confirm success measures. Before embarking on any new innovation,
gather internal stakeholders and confirm
what success “looks like” for any new innovation. Once that agreement is made,
determine what data points will be
needed and ensure those points are
able to be captured in your current data

tracking environment.
4. Data is your friend. Embrace the
power of data in your planning and understand the potential impact of your
new innovation’s success or failure on
your bottom line and plan accordingly.
5. Flexibility is key. A nimble approach to program management—audiences can be shifted and creative can
be adjusted in order to offset, or at least
minimize, shortfalls that innovations may
yield.
And a final bonus take-away: Innova-
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Oops! Well, That Didn’t Turn Out
as Expected!

1. The Multi-Channel Integration Test That Couldn’t Lose
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Case Studies: A closer look at direct marketing campaigns in action

tion is clearly not easy. But you can’t fail
if you aren’t ever trying anything new.
Just think about all the best practices we
rely on daily in our direct response marketing world—someone, somewhere had
to be the first to try these in order for us
to be where we are today. And likely they
failed at first, but they kept trying. Here’s
to joining that innovation crowd.
Erica O’Brien is a managing partner and co-owner
at MINDset direct. She can be reached at eobrien@
mindsetdirect.com.

Stand out from the crowd.
We’ll make sure your personalized acknowledgement
and thank-you premium programs get noticed. Because
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Check us out, you’ll be glad you did!

SISK

Fulfillment Service Inc.

410-754-8141 • www.siskfulfillment.com
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Continued from page 1

creation or measure success? Giving adequate attention to the fundamentals will
help you align with the best content approach. Whatever your audience segments
are, they need to be addressed uniquely in
your marketing communications.
Here are five key points to keep in
mind when forming your content strategy
approach.
1. Assess and Focus

Take a good look at yourself (your organization, that is) in the mirror, and think
about why you do what you do. What is
your mission? It’s undoubtedly centered
around aiding and bringing awareness to
a cause or group. Therein lies the story.
From here, take the time to understand
what success means to your organization
in regards to content.
Is success analytics driven? Do you care
about the number of page views or the
leads a piece of content generates? Are
there certain organizational goals you
are hoping to align with such as more
volunteerism or an increase in online donations? Or do you want to simply create
more brand awareness through your content? How can each of these be measured?
Once your team has aligned on what
success means in regards to your content,
it’s time to review and audit your past
marketing efforts to determine what was
successful and what was not in conveying
that story to your audience.
Use content that was deemed successful as a benchmark to understand why,
specifically, other pieces of content fell
short.
Was your message too broad to resonate with your audience? Refining your
message so that it’s not over-cluttered
could provide a big boost in your content’s effectiveness. Are users not spending much time on each blog?
Perhaps long-form blogs are not most
ideal for your audience; perhaps a scannable and digestible infographic or video
would work better for potential donors
that are on the go.
Make a catalog of all pieces of content
to-date with notes on each. Look for
trends to follow and those to steer away
from for future content pieces.
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2. Who Are You Talking To?:
The WHO

There are two lines of thought to consider
when thinking through who you should
be crafting content for:
• Who is currently consuming your
content
• Who you want to be consuming your
content
Your site and social media analytics will
give you a good idea of the demographics
of reading and watching your content, but
may not necessarily tell you what segment
of audience you are reaching.
Review all your audience types and
analyze how each audience type is finding
and interacting with your organization.
Make note of whether these interactions
align with your organization’s goals and—
and whether they are truly are authentic.
For example, an overarching goal of
your organization could be to increase
membership. However, after some analyzing, you may find that donors are the
audience who are interacting with most
of your content to date. This would be an
interaction that doesn’t align with your
organization’s goals.
However, perhaps your content is reaching members, but their engagements are
weak—users are clicking through, but not
reading the articles or exploring more of
your site. This means that their interaction
is not authentic and your organization
could be doing more to create meaningful
content.
3. Copy Can Be Part Of Content, But Content Is Not Copy:
The HOW

In planning your marketing outreach,
you can have compelling content ideas,
but the copy needs to convey those ideas
in a way that strikes a chord with the
reader; otherwise, it will fall flat and be
dismissed.
Examine your voice and tone. Voice is to
your personality as tone is to your mood.
• Voice is the personality of your organization and should remain consistent
across all content produced. Your
organization’s voice could be cheerful and upbeat or more academic and
professional.
• Your organization’s tone is variable.
Some pieces of content you produce
could be lighthearted, funny and educational like volunteer or employee
interviews, while others could be

about more serious topics like a recently passed law that negatively affects your organization’s overarching
mission.
Be sure that whatever language you
determine suits your organization also
matches your audience at large. Is your
audience young voters who respond to
casual irreverence, or are they academics who are looking for data? Similarly, if
you’re addressing financial supporters,
you may need to tailor your approach.
If the tone is aggressive or desperate,
(ex: We need your donations today or else
hundreds of people will go hungry!), it will
undoubtedly turn donors off by overdoing the guilt and generating a negative
emotion.
However, if it’s empathetic in nature or
if it highlights some success stories (ex:
Providing 50 new schools with healthy
lunches last year was made possible by
members like you!), you might get more
traction as the reader will want to be part
of the positive movement.
If you go further to explain how easy it
is to get involved in your cause—be it donating, volunteering or simply sharing an
article—there will be less reason for a user
not to participate.
4. Make It Relevant, Make It
Accessible: The WHAT

It’s important that you not only provide
content that reflects an appropriate subject matter, but it also needs to be the
right size and shape for your audience.
If you want to produce a piece of content that touts a particularly exciting bit
of news—such as a new study, an award
received or a grant created—think of the
best way to deliver that news that will
ensure its consumption. Escape from the
common misconception that content
equates written materials.
Does your audience enjoy reading long
articles of text, or do they respond best
to short, one-minute videos? Do you find
that interview videos get more attention or do animated shorts with motion
and infographics perform better? Would
investing time into a thought-leadership
podcast targeting a specific demographic
make more sense than fluff pieces sent
via email to a wide range of audience
types?
If you know what type of content
should be produced, you must also examine what type of content your audience is

looking for and marry this with your own
success metrics determined earlier in your
content strategy phase. There are several
ways to determine what your audience
may be hoping to learn more about. Below
are a few to consider:
• Conduct a survey of your different audience groups asking what type and
what subject matter they’re most interested in receiving.
• Conduct basic SEO reports on keyword
searches to understand what users
across the web are looking for in regards to your organization.
• Review your content audit and recognize trends in types of content that are
performing well versus those that are
not.
• Complete a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis
and review your competition’s content
strategy.
5. Consistency Above All:
The WHEN and WHERE

Decide on when and how often you should
be sharing content based on the following:
• Your team’s capacity: Biting off more
than you can chew will only land your
team in hot water and result in sub-par
content pieces. Determine a reasonable amount of quality pieces that you

can produce within a given month and
what those pieces will entail in regards
to resources. Will you need to reach
out to stakeholders? Will more research need to be conducted? Will you
need to hire a videographer? On average, how many hours and what type
of budget can you dedicate to content
each month?
Pro Tip: Remain cognizant of each team
member’s expertise and comfort level with
the subject matter to best determine who
should produce each piece of content. This
will allow for a more streamlined production
process.
• Your analytics: Your analytics as well
as your social media metrics provide
the best snapshot of where and when
spikes in traffic and engagement occur.
Home in on those trends for when during the day, week and month you can
expect the most success in publishing
and posting.
Pro Tip: Posting at the same time on the
same day each month may make it easier to
create a content calendar, but is actually bad
for SEO. Search engines like Google like to see
consistent content. But content that begins to
look automated rather than natural can be
marked as lower quality or spam.
When deciding where makes the most
sense to showcase your content, take a mo-

ment to consider your audiences again.
Are donors interacting with email blasts
that are more personalized rather than
through social media? Are volunteers active
on Instagram rather than Twitter? Are members coming directly to your site and bypassing external channels? By coordinating
where your content is being disseminated
with the audiences you are hoping to reach,
you optimize your chances of success.
Regardless of the above, there is only
one overarching rule in regards to how
often and where content should be shared:
with consistency.
It’s this information and the understanding that comes from it that should be the
driving force behind your content plans. If
you listen well, you’ll find that your audience is telling you exactly how they prefer
to be spoken to.
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As partner & creative director at Push10 in Philadelphia,
Sabrina leads the execution of branding & digital projects
for clients of all shapes and sizes. A multi-disciplinary
leader with a strong foundation in business and
communication strategy, Sabrina is a passionate advocate
for design as a driving force in business and culture. By
applying the principles of design thinking to a broad
array of organizational challenges, Sabrina consistently
creates surprising & courageous brands for local startups
and global companies alike—including notable missiondriven work for Princeton, University of Pennsylvania,
Philabundance, Innovations for Poverty Action, Girls First
Fund and John Templeton Foundation. She can be reached
at sabrina@push10.com.

Let us partner in your success
Together we can make it happen
Color Digital
Printing

List
Hygiene
People you can trust...dedicated to serivce

An industry veteran
serving a diverse
group of clients
for more than
37 years.

Custom
Projects

Fulfillment

Laser
Personalization

Data
Presorts

Inkjet
Addressing
Direct Mail
Services

Conference
Packages

www.amidirect.com
703-370-0382
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So, What Does the Model
Look Like?

By Donna Richardson
In my role in business
development, I get calls
every day from fundraisers looking to raise
more money. My role is
to network, so I talk to a
lot of fundraisers.
The conversations cover the waterfront
and often find me speaking with professional fundraisers, many of whom already

have a large, profitable program and are
looking to achieve the next level of success. Others at the opposite end of the
spectrum are start-ups or small-sized
charities eager to achieve some measure
of success, understanding only too well
how profitable and valuable a scaled direct marketing program can be.
One hallmark of a profitable and costeffective direct marketing program is,

of course, the size of your sustainer program. So, often, my conversations with
fundraisers quickly turn to sustainer giving. Arguably, it’s the single best way of
generating unrestricted annual revenue
for your mission, and it has the added
benefit of acting as a pool of prospects
for major and planned gift donors.
Most fundraisers I speak with have programs that proactively convert single-gift

The campaign model starts by creating a custom response landing page to
highlight a relevant topic related to your
organization’s mission, showcasing what
your charity does. It calls on the public
to sign a petition or for less-advocacy
focused charities to “stand in support of”
your mission or beneficiaries. Prospects
sign, completing a form field which
requires giving their email, name and
phone number.
Individuals are driven to the landing
page as a result of seeing ads on social
media. Lead generation through social
media has proven extremely effective as
digital allows for wide reach, but you can
also customize your audiences and target
based on demographics and other key
factors. Once someone has provided their
information on the landing page, they
have moved from a prospect to a lead.
The next step in the campaign is a
well-timed telephone call, positioned as a
thank you for signing the petition, an opportunity to learn more about the organization, and finally a request to further
support the organization by becoming
a sustainer. While other programs exist
in the market that are similar, this model
has proven success due to the immediate
and timely turn-around from lead capture
to receiving the follow-up phone call. In
fact, many prospects reference the online
ads during the call.
What Makes This Model
Appealing?

• Unlike some other channels to recruit
sustainers, the cost of a pilot is relatively
modest.
• It’s easy to establish proof of concept
which makes getting buy-in from managers painless.
• It’s completely scalable.
• Measured against the KPIs that matter most in sustainer acquisition, such as
retention and cost-to-acquire, this model

‘‘

ONE HALLMARK OF A PROFITABLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE DIRECT
MARKETING PROGRAM IS, OF COURSE, THE SIZE OF YOUR SUSTAINER
PROGRAM. SO, OFTEN, MY CONVERSATIONS WITH FUNDRAISERS
QUICKLY TURN TO SUSTAINER GIVING.

‘‘

Want to Grow Your Revenue—
and Who Doesn’t?

donors to sustainers. Those with more
robust budgets often carry out straightto-sustainer recruitment programs using
the traditional and proven channels of
telemarketing, face-to-face or street canvass (door-to-door) and Direct Response
Television (DRTV).

is second to none.
But the proof, as they say, is in the
pudding—watching your revenue grow!
Within just a few months your organization can generate several hundred new
sustainers, and that’s just in a pilot. Beyond that, there’s an opportunity for real
sustainer program growth. Perhaps what’s
most exciting is that this model is fast
becoming a way for smaller charities (and
others) to grow revenue and bring their
mission to market.
Not long ago, it seemed that, unless a
charity had a large budget for street can-
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Greater Engagement: Words of wisdom on everything that draws in your supporters and
deepens relationships

vass or DRTV, there wasn’t much chance
they could significantly grow their sustainer programs; or in the case of smaller
charities, start one. Not so today. I’d say
that’s one good reason to be optimistic about the future of direct response
marketing!
Donna Richardson, CFRE is director of fundraising
solutions at Stephen Thomas Ltd., a full-service,
integrated fundraising, marketing and brand agency.
They’re in the business of helping charities raise more
money. Donna can be reached at (416) 690-8801 ext.
249 or donnar@stephenthomas.ca.

Tuesday, Dec 4
6-9PM
National Press Club
Washington, DC

Hall of Leaders Award

KATE CARR

Industry All-Star

JIM DOYLE

Rising Star

JOSEPH GOETZ

Volunteer of the Year

STEPHEN GODBOUT

Partner of the Year

L&E MERIDIAN

DMAW-DMAW/EF Key
Contributor Award

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

DMAW Board Appreciation Award J E F F T H O M A S
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A Letter to All the Nonprofits Wondering
Why They Cannot Get Ahead

4 Clues You Are in a Hall of
Mirrors

1. You cannot quickly explain what
your organization does. Regardless of
your 501(c)(3) tax status, you are supplying products or services. They need
to be excellent. If you cannot clearly
say what you are selling, that is at best
problematic. No different than opening
a restaurant with a high probability of
failure, the focus should be on producing quality products and services, not
because we must meet deliverables, but
because that is good business! People
will find their way back to that hole in
the wall lunch spot because the food
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l Kyle Martin, Den-

DMAW Headquarters email: info@dmaw.org

nis Ashcraft, Chad
Hollins and Donald
Le C a r p e n t i e r h ave
formed AMH Print
Group. With a combined more than 100
years of experience,
AMH is available to
manage your directm a i l - re l a t e d p r i n t
components. Clients
will be able to take
advantage of the unmatched experience
and the high level
of customer service.
Whether it’s plain or printed envelopes,
inserts, brochures and forms, your project will be taken care of with superior
customer service by the AMH team.

DMAW Headquarters phone:
703-689-DMAW (3629)
Articles: Submit to Nhu Te, Editor,
215-238-5431 Email: dmawadvents@dmaw.org

was so good!
The most fundamental thing you can
do is to realize very specifically what
your product is. What is your core mission? Don’t take it for granted that
everyone knows. If you had to stop every single program except for one what
would it be and would you buy it?
2. Your board needs to be reminded
to donate or has not done a site visit.
You know the often-discussed enigma of
board engagement that people commiserate over. Why commiserate?
If you find yourself talking about apathy in your board of directors, this is a
wake-up call that you are working in a
confusing environment of mirrors.
Can you imagine running a company
and the executives do not buy or invest
in their product? Bill Gates does not set
foot in the Microsoft Store, and Mark Cuban never wears a piece of Miami gear?
Thinking the reality of board dynamics
should be different does not change fact.
On the other hand, it is an opportunity
for action and more leadership.
3. When someone asks you what you
do for a living, you tell them you work
for a nonprofit. When you introduce
yourself, do you say you work for a nonprofit or in the nonprofit sector or do
you talk about the real work you do? Do
you tell stories of the impact your organization has?
If you typically answer the first way,
think of it as a useful internal reminder
bell to pay attention to your core function and not to default to the standard
response. By answering with words that
reflect your tax status, you conjure up
all the preconceived convoluted notions
people have already formed about your
organization before you have even told
them what you do.
People associate nonprofits with
charity and free money. We all know

this is the furthest thing from the truth.
Do not set yourself up for a confusing
conversation.
Each conversation is a new opportunity to sell your services.
You mentor autistic kids.
You feed the hungry.
You supply housing for veterans.
It is that simple.
4. You do not have a solid business
plan that is worthy of review by a
bank. We are conditioned to think we
deserve funding because we work for
social good. We forget that a solid business plan and efficient operations are
essentials.
If you run a company as anything other than a business, expect struggles.
• Why does your organization exist?
• Does it still serve a legitimate
purpose?
• Are you market worthy?
• Would you invest in your business?
Funders and community supporters
have a right to know that you are worthy
of donations because you have thoroughly planned, you have solid financials and a strong team.
We all know there is hunger, homelessness and suffering in our world.
Every business must prove worthy
of credit, and so do you. Donations are
equivalent to loans. There is an expected
return on the investment.
We do not need to reinvent or solve
problems that are readily available in
standard business practice.
Can you produce a quality product/
service efficiently with the right margins
to meet an unmet need in a competitive
market?
Pete provides broad consulting services for nonprofits.
He specializes in funding scans, grant research, grant
proposal writing, appeals and copywriting. He can be
reached at peter@peterkimbis.com.
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l StraightLine Direct Marketing has been

listed as No. 4683 on Inc. Magazine’s 37th
annual 5000. This is the most prestigious
ranking of the nation’s fastest growing private companies. According to a
press release, the list represents a unique
look at the most successful companies
within the U.S. economy’s independent
small businesses—such as Microsoft, Dell,
Domino’s Pizza, Pandora, Timberland,
LinkedIn, Yelp, Zillow and others. “We
are very proud of what we have accomplished. Our full service direct mail
production facility has so many moving
parts. To make them all come together
like a well-oiled machine and grow at
the record pace we have in the last four
years speaks to the quality of our team
and the loyalty of our customers,” Don
Hill, president of StraightLine, said in
the release.
l The U.S. Postal Service has partnered
with Bentley University to train the next
generation of direct marketers. The marketing students at Bentley are learning
about “the power of paper ” through

a new direct mail
marketing class that
wa s c re a te d w i t h
input and participation from the USPS,
according to a press
release from Bentley. Moving forward,
the USPS plans to
continue its unusual partnership with
other universities to
showcase the value
of direct mail. “Direct mail remains a
$47 billion industry.
Modern marketers including our students need to know
how to use direct mail just as much as
they need to know about social media,
digital and print advertising. They should
all be part of an integrative marketing
approach,” Ian Cross, director of Bentley’s Center For Marketing Technology,
who worked with the Postal Service to
develop the class, said in the release. In
this class, students will learn about direct
mail technologies and strategies, as well
as participate in hands-on projects where
they will create direct mail campaigns.
Photo: iStock/Getty Images

Sometimes it is 100
percent perspective.
When an organization
identifies as a nonprofit, it is often a portal
to a land of confusion.
It is amazing how tax
status has the potential to distract those
involved in the operation of a business.
The bottom-line is that regardless of
an organization’s tax status, it is a business that delivers products and services
in a market economy.
Many things make our charitable organizations unique and require unique
tailored approaches. However, there is
no reason to reinvent the wheel in areas
of overlap.
The legal differences that govern the
operations of tax-exempt organizations
often create an illusion that the organization is separate from the market system and not responsible for creating a
successful enterprise.
Whether you run 100 percent of your
organization or you are in charge of one
task, the tax status of your organization
should not define your culture. These are
four warning signs.

Fast-Action Directory

AdVents Advertising: Terri Jones, 703-471-4902
Email: tjones@dmaw.org

By Pete Kimbis

News Notes
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Out of the Trenches: Your direct marketing colleagues take a big-picture look at things

l iWave has upgraded for its Salesforce
app on SalesForce AppExchange, according to a press release. For nonprofits
using Salesforce, the updated system
now offers additional visibility of iWave
data in Salesforce, improved communication between the two systems and
enhanced reporting capabilities. Additionally, users can develop “a 360 view
of the best potential donors.” “The latest
version provides an improved integration
experience between the two platforms.
It also offers clients new ways to build
reports and combine iWave data with
Salesforce analytics to better identify
new fundraising opportunities.,” Trent
Beattie, VP of Channel Partners for
iWave, said in the release.

Is something exciting
happening in your company
or organization?

Tell us about it!
Email the editor, Nhu Te,
at dmawadvents@dmaw.org
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By Krista Sassaman
Since 2011, DMAW/
EF’s “Mentor for a Day”
(MFAD) program has
connected companies
in direct response to
marketing students
who are curious about
our industry. Every year, leading marketing companies throughout the Washington, D.C. area partner with DMAW/EF to
introduce qualified students to a “day in
the life of integrated marketing.”
Think your company might be interested? Here are a few fast facts to help
answer questions (and hopefully move
your firm to sign up as an MFAD partner
company).
• Who are the student participants?
Have they even heard of what we do?

Invest In Your Company’s
Direct Marketing Future.

The Person You Hire
Matters.

Link Up!

• Influence what tomorrow’s hires are
thinking today.
• Help professors design 2018worthy classroom projects.
• Share the latest direct marketing
trends with professors in the
Mid-Atlantic region.
• Connect with young talent
looking for internships and jobs.

Link Up to …
The DMAW Educational
Foundation
Find out what’s in it for all of us.
Get involved, donate, learn more @
www.dmawef.org
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MFAD students are well-qualified because they are nominated by marketing
professors from a range of local universities and matched with companies
based on shared interest.
• Will this be a lot of work for the
company? We’re all so busy! Companies
are guided by DMAW/EF volunteers to

‘‘

Chip Heartfield, chief operating officer,
PMG, “We almost never hire right out
of school; the PMG philosophy is to
hire very experienced direct marketing
veterans. But this program gave us a
chance to get to know these ‘youngsters’ before hiring them—kind of like a
test drive—so it worked for us!”
For more information about “Mentor for a Day,” contact DMAW/EF Board
Member Krista Sassaman. Interested

The world of direct marketing is not always for everyone.
It requires adaptability in a fast-paced, client-driven
environment and, above all, an interest and passion for
the work that you’re doing. The ‘Mentor For A Day’ program
helps in identifying a pool of students who can be prime
for recruitment.
— Maryann Chan, Chapman Cubine + Hussey

‘‘
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Fast Facts About Mentor for a Day

help create a simple agenda for the day.
Most students are in the office for the
morning, have lunch with a few team
members and wrap up in the afternoon.
• What’s in it for us? Finding strong
candidates for internships and entrylevel positions can be challenging. The
MFAD program can help create a pipeline of potential staff.
• Who else is doing it? Many of the
leading companies in direct response
regularly participate in MFAD. Says

in signing up? Visit dmawef.org to access the “Mentor for a Day Employer
Application.”
Krista Sassaman has over 20 years of experience in
serving the nonprofit community as a fundraising
consultant and a frontline fundraiser. As a
consulting partner, she champions integrated
fundraising across all media channels, donor
engagement and stewardship, and client-centered
service. Krista’s clients represent all nonprofit
sectors. She can be reached at kristasassaman@
gmail.com.

Member Spotlight
R

ebecca’s first job in the
but I do watch how others work
direct marketing world
and try to learn from others’
was as a customer service
experiences—my mentors are
representative at a mail shop
unaware participants. I would
in Fairfax, Va. In a short pesay if I had to name a specific
riod of time, she was able to
mentor, it would be our CEO at
learn so much. Because her
Access Marketing Services—Greg
degree was in visual commuAdams. He is probably one of
nications/graphic design, she
the best managers I have ever
was thrilled to finally have a
worked with in my career, and I
job in her field, so she stuck
am often making small adjustwith it.
ments to how I handle situations
Over time, she became the
based on how I have seen him
print production manager at
work.
The Direct Impact Company
What is the most helpful step
and, while there, she launched
you took to advance your direct
her own freelance graphic
marketing career?
design business that she manThe most helpful step I took to
aged after work and on weekadvance my direct marketing
ends.
career was to become more inTo this day, she still has
volved in conferences and semiseveral clients she works with
nars that allow me to meet others
Chief Operating Officer
on a regular basis because
in our field, as well as joining with
Access Marketing Services
she likes to keep her hand
colleagues and attending career
rebecca.jami@
in the design world as well.
development events—basically,
accessmarketingservices.com
She began working at Access
always learning and always meetMarketing Services in 2013 as
ing new people. My freelance
a production manager, then became the creative director
business also gave me the opportunity to be directly responsible
and now she is very excited to be the chief operating offor the success of a business, and that ownership has translated
ficer.
directly into my position with Access Marketing Services.
Prior to working in the direct marketing world Rebecca
Tell us about your volunteer experiences with DMAW.
worked in retail and then in administrative positions.
This will be the first year that I am focusing on volunteering

Rebecca Jami

Location: Woodbridge, Va.
Education: B.S. in Graphic Design, The Art Institute of
Pittsburgh
DMAW Member Since: 2017
Who do you consider your mentors?
I have never experienced a formal mentoring arrangement,

with DMAW. I have attended many events in the past, but my
goal into 2019 is to get involved with this community.
Describe yourself in three words.
Driven, organized, positive.
Describe your life in six words.
Full, happy, busy, settled (for now), creative, focused.

Rebecca’s Favorites
Restaurant Any restaurants—it means I am
not doing the cooking. (I do like a good
steak).

Music I love all music. I went to art school
in the late 80s, so my go-to’s are The
Smiths, The Cure, etc.

Did You Know?

Films “To Kill a Mockingbird” and almost any
flick with Doris Day or Cary Grant (TCM fan
here).

The DMAW/EF, a separate nonprofit
organization from DMAW, relies
heavily on contributions from DMAW
members to fund its work.

Leisure Interests I am a mountain and
beach girl. I walk, bike, read, draw, raise
children and take road trips every chance I
get (not often enough).

Books “To Kill a Mockingbird,” “The Goldfinch” and any book by Tara French or Jussi
Adler-Olsen.

Please donate today!
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DMAW Educational Foundation

Quote “A life lived in fear is a life half
lived.” — From the film, “Strictly Ballroom”
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Japs-Olson Company is your direct mail production solution provider.
To receive our sample kit, contact Debbie Roth at
debbie.roth@japsolson.com or 952-912-1440.
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